
 
 

 

 

 

 

23 June 2021 
 

Dear Parents/Careers 

Uniform Update 

As we head towards the end of the year we have had a number of families already purchasing our new 
uniform. This is extremely exciting and we cannot wait to see our learners in this. Please note that we 
have said we will introduce this change from September 2022. However, if you want to replace items 
with the new uniform you can do so from September 2021. Some families have found that their 
children have had a growth spurt already and asking if they can purchase and wear parts of the new 
uniform for the remainder of this year. We are more than happy for this, should you wish. 

Subsidised Skirt 

We are aware that there is an added cost with the green tartan skirt and that this can only be 

purchased through a uniform supplier. Therefore, if you are not in receipt of Pupil Premium funding 

and are wanting to purchase a skirt, as a school we will subsidise your child’s first skirt by paying £10 

towards the cost. Should you wish to purchase a skirt for your child please collect an individualised 

voucher from the school office which will be able to be used at both PMG and Bartlett’s. 

These vouchers will be available to collect from the school office from 12 July to 21 July 2021 

Pupil Premium 

 

If you are in receipt of ‘Pupil Premium’ then you will be able to use your allocated funds to pay for the 

uniform.  If you are not sure if you are eligible for this additional funding, please contact the school 

and we will be able to point you in the right direction. 

 

Environmentally Friendly 

We have found a charitable organisation who would benefit from reusing our old uniform. We are 

currently in discussion with them at how best we can recycle and reuse this.  We will be sharing further 

details in September and collecting all old uniforms. Our School council will then be helping to sort, 

package and send this off. If you have a child in Year 4 and would like to donate we will be providing 

large tubs out the front of school during the last week of term. 

As always, if you have any questions please get in contact. 

Best wishes 

 

 

Rebecca Wood 

Head of School 


